HEADS UP CHALLENGE

Your pool table will feel neglected after you add Heads-Up Challenge™ - Home Edition to your entertainment arsenal.

Doubling as a cocktail table, this is more than an arcade game: it’s a sleek piece of furniture you’ll be proud to display. Think you saw the competitive side of your friends when you play foosball? Egos will be bruised and bragging rights in full force when you battle in heads-up Texas Hold’em tournaments, poker’s most popular and competitive game.

Join the elite when you bring this cutting-edge game into your home, and add something truly unique to your high-end game room. But beware; you may become the default host of poker night and friendly gatherings for years to come!

Attracting players of all ages, Heads-Up Challenge is quickly becoming the newest, must-have addition for collectors of the latest technology and superior entertainment.

Here’s what a few Home Edition owners have to say about it:

“My husband is impossible to buy for. When I heard about this table, I knew it would be perfect for him since he loves poker. He tells everyone it’s the best gift he’s ever received.” ~Sarah Halligan

“I saw this table for the first time at the World Series of Poker last year. Once I played on it, I knew I had to have one for my house. It is the single coolest thing I’ve ever bought, and it’s made me a better heads-up poker player too!” ~Joe Smith

Electrical Requirements: Plug and play design. Each Heads-Up Challenge plugs into a standard, three pronged outlet supplying 120 or 230 volts of AC.

Table is UL/CE Certified.

Table Aspects:

Main Screen: (1) high definition 19” LCD wide screen per table displaying amazing real-time game graphics. Screen is recessed below tempered glass for added safety.
**Player Terminals** (2 Total), includes:

**Player Screen:** (1) personal 5” LCD flat screen is available on each player terminal to assist player with game. Graphics are determined by the game in play. Graphics are manipulated on the player screen using buttons and/or trackball. If necessary, player can use hands to shield personal player screen from opponent.

**Player Buttons:** (3) arcade-quality push buttons are available on each player terminal. Functions are determined by the game in play. When action is on the player, labels are displayed on the main screen, just above each button, to identify the action options available to the player.

**Player Track Ball:** (1) arcade-quality trackball is available on each player terminal. The trackball's function is determined by the game in play. Graphics on the main screen represent the real-time trackball action, as manipulated by the player.

**Table Console:** Made of durable commercial-grade plastic.

**Monitor Package:** This optional add-on attracts players and spectators to the game with an external monitor displayed above the main screen by a metal post. The external monitor displays a real-time output of the main screen, if the game is in play, or eye-catching attract-mode graphics, if the game is idle.

**Support Base**

- Base – cast-steel base with adjustable feet
- Post – extruded aluminum
- UL-Certified

Heads-Up Challenge is bringing Texas Hold’Em, the world’s most popular card game, to your local bar! This dynamic arcade game enables two players to match their skills in exciting casino-style no-limit Texas Hold’em tournament play at your favorite social venue.

Heads-Up Challenge uses a 100% random shuffle from a 52-card deck for every hand dealt, plus realistic graphics and sounds to represent cards and chips, so you can be assured you're playing an authentic Hold’em game. The tables is the perfect bar game, because the table handles all the mechanics of dealing, hand determinations, and awarding of pots, so all you have to do is play the game, not administer it. Plus Heads-Up Challenge offers cool features you can't get at a regular poker table - like showdown odds and a leader board to proudly display your takedowns.

**Note:** Heads-Up Challenge Home Edition is not a gambling device—no money changes hands during play. It is an amusement game that is used for entertainment purposes only.
BASIC RULES

1. No-Limit Texas Hold'em on Heads-Up Challenge™ is played based on the following rules:

   • The game enables two players to play heads-up, no limit, tournament Texas Hold’em against each other.
   • In single-player mode, the game enables a single player to play against the computer.
   • Each player is initially given 10,000 in chips to play.
   • In heads-up play, the small blind is on the button. The player on the button is the first to act. The button rotates clockwise following each hand.
   • The default blind levels (forced bets) for game play are:
     1. 100/200
     2. 200/400
     3. 300/600
     4. 400/800
     5. 500/1000
     6. 1000/2000, etc.

2. Blind levels increase every seven hands.

3. A player cannot retrieve a bet after it has been committed.

   • If a player cannot pay the blind, he must go all-in.
   • The number of raises in any betting round is unlimited.

4. If a player presses Bet, but does not select at least the minimum bet amount, the game will automatically call the minimum bet amount.

5. If a player does not act within 20 seconds, the game will:

   • Check if no one has bet this round.
   • Fold if there’s an existing bet.

6. The game ends when a player loses all of his chips. At that point, the player with all the chips is the winner.

7. Heads-Up Challenge uses standard poker hand rankings to determine the winner.